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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An Isilon administrator wants to create a new SMB share to an existing directory structure. The directory contains migrated production

data and has an active NFS export. What will happen if the administrator selects the ''Apply Windows default ACLs'' option during

creation?

Options: 
A) Windows default ACLs are overwritten by the existing mode bit rights.

B) Existing mode bit rights are overwritten by the Windows default ACLs.

C) Windows default ACLs are merged with the existing mode bit rights.

D) Creation of the SMB share fails due to the existing mode bit rights.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
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Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

When reviewing the actual protection output of N+4/2, what does the number ''4'' represent?

Options: 
A) FEC stripe units per stripe

B) Hard drives used per stripe

C) Volume stripes per file system

D) FEC stripe units per file system

Answer: 
A



Explanation: 
It's OneFS FEC protection nomenclature for our 'hybrid' protection polices. More generally, it's written as:

N+M/b

where 'N' is the number of data stripe units in a stripe, 'M' is the number of FEC stripe units in a stripe, and 'b' is the number of stripe

units in a stripe which are allowed to reside on the same node.

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

When reviewing the actual protection output of N+4/2, what does the number ''4'' represent?

Options: 
A) FEC stripe units per stripe

B) Hard drives used per stripe



C) Volume stripes per file system

D) FEC stripe units per file system

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
It's OneFS FEC protection nomenclature for our 'hybrid' protection polices. More generally, it's written as:

N+M/b

where 'N' is the number of data stripe units in a stripe, 'M' is the number of FEC stripe units in a stripe, and 'b' is the number of stripe

units in a stripe which are allowed to reside on the same node.

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An Isilon administrator wants to create a new SMB share to an existing directory structure. The directory contains migrated production

data and has an active NFS export. What will happen if the administrator selects the ''Apply Windows default ACLs'' option during



creation?

Options: 
A) Windows default ACLs are overwritten by the existing mode bit rights.

B) Existing mode bit rights are overwritten by the Windows default ACLs.

C) Windows default ACLs are merged with the existing mode bit rights.

D) Creation of the SMB share fails due to the existing mode bit rights.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
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